Your Sonrise on-line
Aligners for a Straighter,
Brighter Smile.

Do you have
gapped, crooked
or crowded teeth?

The difference
is clear…
Invisible &visible Traditional

C

hanges in technology have made it
more convenient than ever to
Correct mild to moderate orthodontic
misalignment at only a fraction of the

Alignersligners

Bracesces
Straighten teeth
without anyone noticing

cost of traditional metal braces.
When it comes to straightening teeth millions of

Easily removed for
eating and drinking

people worldwide have opted for invisible aligners.
Without traditional brackets and wires, they are far

Smooth and comfortable

less noticeable and far more comfortable.

With Your Sonrisaon-line, you can straighten
your teeth for up to 75 percent less than other
aligner brands. And with our network of licensed
dental professionals, you get quality care without
the time consuming dental once visits using a
home oral impression kit and a digital imagery
based online assessment. At Your Sonrisaonline we will ship the aligners directly to you and
monitor your progress remotely, allowing you to
straighten your smile affordably, conveniently
and privately.

raitional

Quick removal for easy
teeth cleaning

Metal-typically silver,
Unsightly
24/7 cannot be removed,
can make eating certain
foods difficult
Wires may irritate
mouth and cheeks
Brushing and
flossing is difficult

The
Future
Is
Now

U

sing innovative

T

Compare us to other brands

echnology,

Your Sonriseon-line comes as
a Series of clear removable
Aligners
That straighten your teeth, little
by little, and unlike fixed braces,
there are no wires or brackets.

This means there is no metal and
they are nearly invisible when
you wear them. Comfortable,
clear and removable – Your
Sonrise on-line transforms your
smile without disrupting your life.
But don’t worry, just because
you’re correcting your teeth from
the comfort of your own home
doesn’t mean you’re doing it
yourself. Our orthodontic
excellent customer care team are
available to answer any
questions you have during
treatment.

Your Sonrisa on-line
9,95€/80€

Other Brands

Treatment Plan + Kit / Scan

Cost of Treatment

1369€

£4,000

Dental Once Visits

None

Monthly

Free dental Strength
Teeth Whitening System

Yes

No

24x7 Treatment Support

Yes

No

Time to take Impression

20mins/home

2 Hours/Dentist

Receive your Brace Set

10 Days

3-4 Weeks

About
What are aligners made of,
and what do they look like?
Your Sonrisaon-line virtually
invisible aligners are made of a
smooth, comfortable, BPA-free
plastic. Our cosmetic aligners are
developed uniquely in
accordance with each client’s
treatment plan. This comfortable
plastic aligner will not irritate your
cheeks or gums like traditional
metal braces so often do.

How do the aligners straighten teeth?
Over the course of treatment, you will
be supplied with a series of aligners.
Each aligner will make slight
adjustments to tooth positioning,
a process that’s mapped out in
advance by our fully trained
orthodontic team, specifically for your
needs. When the aligners are placed
on the teeth, they cause the teeth
to gradually shift from their current
position. After approximately four
weeks, you will begin using the next
set of aligners, which will continue to
straighten your teeth. Your aligners
are then changed over every two
weeks. It’s amazing how quickly you
will start to notice the change!

How will Your Sonrise online effectively move my
teeth?

Your Sonrise on-line aligners
move your teeth through the
appropriate placement of
controlling force. The main
difference is that Your Sonrise
on-line not only controls the force
but also the timing
of the force application. During each
stage, only certain teeth are allowed
to move. These movements are
determined and remotely managed
by the orthodontic
team as they map out your unique
Your Sonriseon-line treatment plan.

How It Works

1

Take Our Free

Assessment

T

RIGHT SIDE

HEAD UP CLOSED

LEFT SIDE

HEAD UP OPEN

he suitability assessment helps

us
to determine if our clear aligner
treatment is right for you. Our
treatment plans are devised to
eliminate spacing issues, minor
bite issues, to fix minor to
moderate crowding and any
orthodontic relapse. Our
treatment is suitable for those
aged 15 and older.

Simply upload 6 photos in the format
(jpg, gif, ) going through the test
“Am I a candidate” on top of the site, at
the end of the test you will be able to
upload the 6 images, INSIDE MOUTH FRONTAL and we will have our orthodontic team
assess you for suitability and get back to
you within 48 hours.

2

Make Your

Dental Impressions
O

nce our Orthodontic team have assessed your photos and deemed you a suitable candidate for treatment, we need an impression of your teeth to have an exact image

of what is going on and align your teeth to your smile.

You have now 2 options:

1-You can order a “Home Impression Kit” that will be delivered to your door, so that you take your own impression of your teeth.
Or,
2-If you feel like you are unable to take your own impression precisely, we can send you to one of our local “Sonrisaon-line providers” to take a
scan impression of your mouth at the single cost 80€. Please ask for an appointment on-line, sending an Email to scanning@sonrisaon-line.com

3

R

eceive a study of the movement needed

In your teeth and the alignment we are looking for in a 3d
image and a video of your teeth moving to the right position.

4

A

ssesment

There are 2 type of treatment
A-In case we can align your teeth sending you directly at home the aligners,
No need to go to the Sonrisa on-line center,
Remember you get a discount when paying upfront but you
Can still pay in terms with your credit card.

B-Cases when we need you to attend the local Sonrisa on-line center
The price is always smaller when paying upfront 2499€, but still you can pay
250€ x10

In both cases you will get a treatment plan and an invoice so that you
release payment on-line via our TPV redsys terminal or PayPal payment.
Accept the case by choosing the payment method and sending the ok
Via email to tratamiento@Sonrisaon-line.com

5

Receive Your Custom Set of
Clear Braces
Once you are
happy with and
have signed your
treatment plan we
will send you your
aligners. Simply wear your
aligners throughout the day
and night, removing them
only for meals and when you
Brush or floss your teeth.
Change your aligners every
two-four weeks as directed
as your invisible aligners
are designed to be worn in
a specific sequence. Start
on level 1 and progress
to subsequent levels every
two to four weeks. Each new

aligner will gradually shift
your teeth into the desired
Position. While every case
is unique to each patient,
treatment typically takes
approximately 4-6 months,
depending on the amount
Of aligners needed. Any
spaces, overcrowding,
or rotations will have
been corrected, leaving
behind a perfectly straight
Smile. Not only will you
have a perfect straight
smile, we will provide you
with a retainer to protect
your new smile and FREE
Dental strength whitener.

Testimonials

Before

“I finally have a beautiful set of
straightened teeth for the first time in over
years. My confidence has soared; no more
hiding my face or looking away from people
when I talk! To think that it’s all been
achieved within eight months is incredible.”
Tess P.

After

“After having fixed braces as a child for
several years, I was reluctant to have
fixed braces again. I can’t believe how
quickly the results were achieved and
couldn’t be happier with the results.”
Ms.Sophie
Before

“Just want to say a big thank you to you
all. I now have the perfect teeth in just
6 months and will be able to smile with
confidence at my wedding. Would
recommend to everyone just wish I had
it done sooner. Thank you all again. x“
After

Ms. Anna

“It honestly has put a big
smile on my face. The
braces are not painful
and they’re not at all
obvious. The result is
amazing. I would wholeheartedly recommend.”
Mrs. McMillan

“I was able to get perfect
results within 4 months and
I now have the Hollywood
smile I always wanted.”
Mr. Esteban

“My front upper teeth crossed
over quite a bit and this made
me very self conscious when
smiling. I now can’t believe
that it is my teeth that I am
looking at, they are

completely different and
lovely and straight.”
Mrs. Maria

“The braces you fitted
were hardly noticeable. I
am extremely happy with
my teeth now which I’d
previously hidden away
every time a photo was
taken. I’m now smiling
like a Cheshire cat.”
Mr.
Pedro

“In under 3 months, my smile
has been transformed. I am
looking forward to getting
married with a smile I can be
proud of.”
Mr. Angel G.

FINANCE
Invest In Your New Smile
It is our mission to put a beautiful smile within
reach of anybody who wants one. While Your
Sonrise on-line aligners are only a fraction of
the cost of in office treatment, we know that
creating a Hollywood smile is an investment.

With Your Smile Finance, there
are two payment options for
affordable clear aligners.
The1The first is a 4 payment of 369€

2
The second is a single payment
Single payment of 1369 €

Or in case you are a Sonrisa
on-line Center candidate
The first is 10 payments of 250€ The
second option is a single payment
of 2499€

GET
STARTED

TODAY
EITHER BOOK YOUR SCAN AT OUR
SONRISE ON-LINE CENTERS OR ORDER
A HOME IMPRESSION KIT ON OUR
WEBSITE.
TAKE YOUR FREE SMILE ASSESSMENT
ORDER YOUR TREATMENT PLAN

Website: sonrisaon-line.com

FAQ’s
Are there any visits to a dental
office during treatment?

Most dental patients don’t
require any visits to a dentist.
Will a dentist or orthodontist
be involved in my treatment?

Yes! We work with a
full network of dental
professionals. Your case will
be overseen by one of our
orthodontic professionals to
ensure quality of care.
How long is the typical
treatment process?

The typical treatment length
for Your Sonrise on-line
invisible cosmetic braces is
around 4-6 months.

Are there any finance
options available?
Yes you can pay in 4
months or 10 months
depending the case.

